inno360 Announces Record-Breaking Q4 2016 Sales
inno360 Redesigned Cognitive Computing SaaS Platform Wows Fortune 500 Clients
Boston, MA (PRWEB) May 04, 2017 -- inno360, developer of an award-winning SaaS platform that enables
R&D departments of Fortune 500 companies to streamline their R&D process and increase their product
pipeline, announced record-breaking sales in Q4 2016. Adding eight new Fortune 500 clients to its client base
of blue-chip companies, inno360 attributes its record-breaking success to client excitement about its redesigned
platform, which will be released later this spring.
inno360 EVP of Sales Matthew Heim, noted that, “inno360 is proud to welcome our eight new industry-leading
clients. Our redesigned platform will deliver an intuitive user experience, the power of cutting-edge cognitive
computing and artificial intelligence, and the most comprehensive array of business relevant content. Signing
eight new Fortune 500 clients in a period of six weeks validates the strength of the new platform.”
To develop its new platform, inno360 sought input from its existing Fortune 500 customers. “Seeking feedback
from our clients and involving them in the re-design process,” remarked inno360 CIO Prakash Kanchinadam,
“reflects our commitment to our clients and their experience. Our recent success leaves us even more confident
that inno360 will revolutionize how businesses identify opportunities and solve problems.”
About inno360
With a comprehensive array of scientific and business content pre-populated on its award-winning SaaS
platform, inno360 users have immediate access to over 5,000 unique content sources linking billions of items.
The inno360 solution applies state-of-the-art cognitive analytics to this data and yields powerful visualizations
that users can investigate to uncover new insights and actionable intelligence. Coupling unparalleled,
comprehensive content and an intuitive user experience, inno360 makes the power of cognitive computing
available to both key decision makers and front-line employees across all business disciplines. This unique
combination of comprehensive content and advanced analytics enables users to solve their most pressing
problems and identify new, meaningful opportunities.
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Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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